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Abstrat. HAL is a new onstraint logi programming language spei�ally

designed to support the onstrution of and experimentation with onstraint

solvers. One of the most important onstraint solvers in any logi program-

ming language is the Herbrand (or term) onstraint solver. HAL programs

are ompiled to Merury but, while Merury provides only tests for equality

and onstrution and deonstrution of ground terms, HAL supports full uni-

�ation and logial variables. In this paper we desribe the HAL Herbrand

onstraint solver and show how by using Parma bindings, rather than the

standard term representation used in the WAM, we an implement a solver

whih interats graefully with Merury's term representation. Like Merury,

HAL allows type, mode and determinism delarations. HAL uses informa-

tion from these delarations to redue the overhead of Herbrand onstraint

solving wherever possible. We systematially evaluate the e�et of eah kind

of delaration on the eÆieny of HAL programs. Essentially, we start with

a pure Prolog program, then add type, then mode, and �nally determinism

delarations, and ompare the eÆieny of these di�erent versions. This is

possible sine, as HAL provides full uni�ation and a \onstrained" mode,

all versions are legitimate HAL programs.

1 Introdution

Merury is a reent logi programming language whih is onsiderably faster than

traditional Prolog implementations [7℄. One reason is that Merury requires the

programmer to provide type, mode and determinism delarations. Type information

allows a ompat representation for terms, mode information guides reordering of

literals, and determinism information removes the overhead of hoie point reation.

Another reason is that Merury does not support full uni�ation, only onstrution,

deonstrution and equality testing for ground terms. This means that Merury does

not allow true logial variables, and so ommon logi programming idioms suh as

di�erene lists annot be oded in Merury.

Here we investigate whether it is possible to have Merury-like eÆieny, yet still

allow true logial variables. We desribe our experiene with HAL, a new onstraint

logi programming language spei�ally designed to support the onstrution of and

experimentation with onstraint solvers [2℄. Features of HAL inlude Merury like

delarations, a well-de�ned solver interfae, dynami sheduling and global vari-

ables. HAL is ompiled to the logi programming language Merury [7℄ so as to

leverage from its low-level ompilation tehniques. Unlike Merury, HAL provides a

built-in Herbrand onstraint solver whih provides full uni�ation and so supports

logial variables.

Due to the importane of term onstraints, HAL provides a built-in Herbrand

onstraint solver. This solver uses Parma bindings [8℄, rather than the standard

variable representation used in the WAM [9, 1℄, sine this allows the solver to use



essentially the same term representation for ground terms as does Merury (see

Setion 3.4). This is important beause it allows the HAL ompiler to replae alls

to the Herbrand onstraint solver by alls to Merury's more eÆient term manip-

ulation routines whenever ground terms are being manipulated.
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The results of our empirial evaluation of HAL and its Herbrand solver are very

promising. With appropriate delarations, HAL is almost as fast as Merury, yet

allows true logial variables. And without delarations, its eÆieny is omparable

to that of SICStus Prolog. We also systematially evaluate the e�et of eah kind

of delaration on the eÆieny of HAL programs so as to determine where most of

this speedup is oming from. This is possible sine, as HAL provides full uni�ation

and a \onstrained" mode, all versions are legitimate HAL programs. Our results

suggest that mode delarations have the most impat on exeution speed, type

delarations the least and determinism delarations provide moderate speedup.

2 The HAL Language

In this setion we provide a brief overview of the HAL language, onentrating on its

support for Herbrand onstraints. For more details see [2℄. The basi HAL syntax

follows the standard CLP syntax, with variables, rules and prediates de�ned as

usual. The module system in HAL is similar to that of Merury. The base language

supports integer, oat, string, atom and term data types. However, this support

is limited to assignment, testing for equality, and onstrution and deonstrution

of ground terms. More sophistiated manipulation is available by importing a on-

straint solver for the appropriate type.

As a simple example, the following program is a HAL version of the Towers of

Hanoi benhmark whih uses di�erene lists to build the list of moves.

:- module hanoi. (L1)

:- import int. (L2)

:- typedef tower -> (a ; b ; ). (L3)

:- typedef move -> mv(tower,tower). (L4)

:- typedef list(T) -> ([℄ ; [T | list(T)℄). (L5)

:- typedef difflist -> (list(move)-list(move)). (L6)

:- herbrand list/1. (L7)

:- export pred hanoi(int, list(move)). (L8)

:- mode hanoi(in,no) is semidet. (L9)

hanoi(N,M) :- hanoi2(N,a,b,,M-[℄). (L10)

:- pred hanoi2(int,tower,tower,tower,difflist). (L11)

:- mode hanoi2(in,in,in,in,oo) is semidet. (L12)

hanoi2(N,A,B,C,M-Tail) :-

( N = 1 ->

M = [mv(A,C)|Tail℄

; N > 1,

N1 is N - 1,

hanoi2(N1,A,C,B,M-Tail1),

Tail1 = [mv(A,C)|Tail2℄,

hanoi2(N1,B,A,C,Tail2-Tail)

).
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Atually, as long as the term is \suÆiently" instantiated
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The �rst line (L1) states that the �le de�nes the module hanoi. Line (L2)

imports the standard library module int whih provides (ground) arithmeti and

omparison prediates for the type int. Lines (L3), (L4), (L5) and (L6) de�ne

term types used within the module. The type tower gives the names of the towers,

move de�nes a move as a pair of towers in a mv onstrutor, while list de�nes

polymorphi lists and difflist de�nes a pair of lists of moves.

Line (L7) states that the Herbrand onstraint solver for lists will be used in the

module. We will elaborate on this later. Line (L8) delares that this module exports

the prediate hanoi whih has two arguments, an int and a list of moves. This is

the type delaration for hanoi.

Line (L9) is an example of a mode of usage delaration. The prediate hanoi's

�rst argument has mode in meaning that it will be �xed (ground) when alled, the

seond argument has mode no meaning that it will be new on alling (that is, never

seen before) and \onstrained" (old) on return. The seond part of the delaration

\is semidet" is a determinism statement. It indiates that hanoi either fails or

sueeds with exatly one answer. In general, prediates may have more than one

mode of usage delaration.

The rest of the �le ontains the rules de�ning hanoi and delarations and rules

for the auxiliary prediate hanoi2. Note the additional mode oo whih means the

argument is \onstrained" on both all and return.

2.1 Type, Mode and Determinism Delarations

As we an see from the above example, HAL allows programmers to annotate pred-

iate de�nitions with type, mode and determinism delarations (modeled on those

of Merury).

Type delarations detail the representation format of a variable or argument.

Types are spei�ed using type de�nition statements suh as those shown in (L3){

(L5). They are (polymorphi) regular tree type statements. Overloading of predi-

ates and funtions is allowed, although the de�nitions for di�erent type signatures

must appear in di�erent modules. For example, in the module hanoi the binary

funtion \-" is overloaded and may mean integer subtration or di�erene list pair-

ing.

Mode delarations assoiate a mode with eah argument of a prediate. A mode

has the form Inst

1

! Inst

2

where Inst

1

desribes the input instantiation state

of the argument and Inst

2

desribes the output instantiation state. The basi in-

stantiation states for a solver variable are new, old and ground. Variable X is new

if it has not been seen by the onstraint solver, old if it has, and ground if X is

onstrained to take a �xed value.

For terms with more struture, suh as a lists of moves, more omplex instanti-

ation states (lying between old and ground) may be used to desribe the state of

term. Consider, for example, the instantiation state de�nition:

:- instdef old_list_of_move -> ifbound([℄ ; [ground|old_list_of_move℄).

whih is read as the variable may be unbound, but, if bound, it is either bound to

an empty list or to a list with a �xed head and a tail with the same instantiation

state. Another example is

:- instdef bound_difflist -> bound(old_list_of_move - old_list_of_move).

whih indiates that the di�erene list pair is ertainly onstruted, but the elements

in the pair may be variables. Atually, the boundmay be dropped from the de�nition

sine this is HAL's default.

Determinism delarations detail how many answers a prediate may have. We

use the Merury hierarhy:
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failure [0;0℄

nondet [0;1℄

semidet [0; 1℄ multi [1;1℄

det [1; 1℄

erroneous [1;0℄

where the range with eah delaration name gives the minimumand maximumnum-

ber of solutions that it desribes. The determinism erroneous indiates a runtime

error, while failure indiates the prediate always fails.

The HAL ompiler urrently provides type heking and inferene, and mode

heking. Type heking and inferene is performed using a propagation based on-

straint approah [3℄. It extends Merury's analysis by allowing a limited form of

subtyping required for natural onstraint expression (though irrelevant to the Her-

brand solvers). Mode heking is a relatively omplex operation involving reordering

body literals in order to satisfy mode onstraints, and inserting initialization pred-

iates for solver variables. It subsumes the Merury mode heking, and handles

omplex partially bound instantiations like bound difflist. Determinism dela-

rations in HAL are simply passed to Merury.

2.2 Herbrand Constraint Solvers

HAL has been expressly designed to allow experimentation with onstraint solvers.

The oneptual view of a onstraint solver in HAL is a module that de�nes a type for

the onstrained variable, a prediate init/1 to initialize a variable and a prediate

=/2 to equate two variables. The ompiler automatially adds alls to init/1 in

user ode where required, and generates alls to =/2 beause of normalization. The

onstraint solver will usually provide more funtionality, suh as other primitive

onstraints and solver dependent delay onditions. This view of solvers as modules

failitates \plug and play" with di�erent solvers.

Term manipulation is at the ore of any logi programming language. As in-

diated previously, the HAL base language only provides limited operations for

dealing with terms, orresponding to those Merury allows. Coneptually, the HAL

run-time system also provides a Herbrand onstraint solver for eah term type de-

�ned by the programmer. This solver supports full equality (uni�ation) and, thus,

the use of true logial variables and logi programming idioms like di�erene lists.

If the programmer wishes to make use of this more omplex onstraint solving for

terms of some type, then they must expliitly delare that they want to use the

Herbrand onstraint solver for that type.

For example, in the hanoi module, sine the programmer is using di�erene

lists, the programmer needs to use the Herbrand onstraint solver for lists. Thus,

the program ontains the delaration

:- herbrand list/1.

However, elements of the other types, move, tower and difflist are only manip-

ulated when bound, so no herbrand delaration is required for those types.

Note that the herbrand delaration is loal to a module. Thus in one module

terms of the list type will be handled by the Herbrand solver, while in another

module they may be handled by HAL's base level term manipulation operations.

Hene, the underlying term representation should support both forms of manipula-

tion.

The main e�et of the herbrand delaration ours during mode heking. If

the delaration is not present for a term type, then terms of that type an only
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use restrited forms of the equality prediate orresponding to onstruting a new

term, deonstruting a bound term or omparing two bound terms. Furthermore,

a new variable of that type annot be initialized. During mode heking, literals in

the body of prediates will be reordered so as to ahieve the appropriate mode. If

it is not possible, then a mode error results. If the herbrand delaration is present

then terms of that type an be involved in arbitrary alls to the equality prediate.

Another way of understanding the e�et of the herbrand delaration is in terms

of the allowed instantiations for a partiular type. If a term type does not have a

herbrand delaration then non-ground terms with that type annot be involved in

an equality, unless the equality is a simple opy.

To larify this disussion, onsider the goal

r(X), X=[U|Z℄, U=1, Z=[℄

where X and Z are lists of integers, U is an integer, the prediate r has mode r(oo)

and at the start of the goal all variables are new. We examine how mode heking

proeeds with and without the herbrand delaration for lists.

Without the delaration, r(X) annot be sheduled sine X has instantiation

new not old. The onstraint X=[U|Z℄ annot be sheduled sine both Z and U have

instantiation new. U=1 an be sheduled sine it is a simple assignment. Similarly, the

onstraint Z=[℄ an also be sheduled. Sine both U and Z are now �xed, X=[U|Z℄

an be sheduled. Sine this �xes the value of X, the all to r(X) an now be

sheduled. Thus the reordered goal is

U=1, Z=[℄, X=[U|Z℄, r(X).

With the herbrand delaration, the initial all to r(X) an be sheduled sine

the ompiler an add a all to init(X). The onstraint X=[U|Z℄ an be sheduled

sine X is old. U=1 and Z=[℄ an be sheduled sine both variable are old. Thus

the �nal ode is

init(X), r(X), X=[U|Z℄, U=1, Z=[℄.

As we have seen instantiations in HAL an be quite powerful. However, de�ning

suh instantiations is rather laborious, espeially sine they are often type spei�.

Typially, the HAL programmer will use the instantiation old for initialized

variables with an assoiated onstraint solver and ground if there is no assoiated

onstraint solver. For onveniene, HAL allows the instantiation old to be used as

a shorthand for the most general instantiation state of an initialized variable whose

term type is \mixed", that is, some omponents of the term have an assoiated solver

(e.g. are herbrand), while others do not. Thus, if we return to the hanoi program,

the old instantiation for variables with type difflist atually is a shorthand for

the instantiation bound difflist sine list is Herbrand but difflist and move

are not, hene, if they appear, they must be bound.

One implementation diÆulty is that the same type an have a herbrand de-

laration in one module but not in another. Thus the old instantiation, even when

applied to variables with the same type, may mean di�erent things in di�erent mod-

ules. To ensure that instantiations are oherent aross modules, the HAL ompiler

expands all modes involving the old instantiation into their longhand equivalent.

3 Herbrand onstraint solvers

Beause of the importane of term onstraint solving and the support of the under-

lying Merury system, the HAL ompiler treats Herbrand onstraints speially. In

this setion we desribe how Herbrand onstraint solvers are implemented in HAL.
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To begin we briey introdue the WAM and Merury approahes to term represen-

tation and manipulation, and then desribe the Parma binding sheme of Taylor.

Finally, we show how the Parma binding sheme is used to implement Herbrand

onstraint solvers in HAL.

3.1 WAM

The Warren Abstrat Mahine (WAM) [9, 1℄ forms the basis of most modern Prolog

implementations. We briey review the term representation

2

of the WAM.

Terms are represented on a heap, whih is an array of data ells. A referene ell

is usually broken into two parts: a tag and a referene pointer. The most important

tag values are REF (a variable referene), STR (a struture) and ATM (an atomi

objet e.g. a onstant).

The struture f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is represented by a STR tagged pointer to a ontigu-

ous sequene of n+1 ells. The �rst ell ontains the funtor f and the arity n, and

the next n ells hold the representations of t

1

, . . . , t

n

. An unbound variable (on the

heap) points to itself. An atom is represented by a ell with tag ATM and a pointer

into the atom table.

For example, the term f(h(X); Y; a; Z) is stored using the representation shown

below:

(U) (X)

(Y)

REF

(Z)

STR REF ATMf/3

h/1 REF

(T)

atom table entry "a"

The native representation of base types suh as integers and oats (usually)

uses all 32 bits of the ell. WAM implementations either treat them as atoms, wrap

them in a speial funtor, or assign tag values for the types and use the remaining

bits to store the data. The disadvantage of the third approah is that less bits are

available for the data itself and the tags must be removed before applying arithmeti

operations.

Consider uni�ation of two objets on the heap. First both objets are derefer-

ened. That is, their referene hain is followed until either a non-REF tag or a self

referene is found. If at least one of the dereferened objets is a (self) referene

(i.e. an unbound variable) it is modi�ed to point to the other objet. Otherwise, the

tags of the dereferened objets are heked for equality. In the ase of an ATM tag,

they are heked to see they have the same atom table entry. In the ase of a STR

tag, the funtor and arity are heked for equality, and the orresponding arguments

are uni�ed. For example, starting from the above heap state and unifying Y with

the heap variable Z and then with another heap variable V results in the heap:

(V) REF(U) (X)

(Y)

REF

(Z)

STR REF ATMf/3

h/1 REF

(T)

atom table entry "a"

If we then unify Y with U (whih is bound to h(X)) we obtain the following

heap:

(V) REF(U) (X)

(Y)

REF

(Z)

STR REF ATMf/3

h/1 REF

(T)

atom table entry "a"

2

For simpliity, we ignore stak variables.
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Notie how referenes hains an exist throughout the heap.

The address of any pointer variable modi�ed by uni�ation is (onditionally)

plaed in the trail. Sine the modi�ed variable is always a self referene, its previous

state an be restored from this information alone.

3.2 Merury

The term representation of Merury makes use of the strong stati typing of the

language to allow a ompat type-spei� representation for terms. For more details

see [7℄. Consider a type for lists of integers:

3

:- typedef listint -> ([℄ ; [int | listint℄ ).

Given a term of type listint there are only two possibilities for its (top-level)

value, it is either nil \[℄" or ons \.". Merury reserves one tag value (NIL) for

nil, and one (CONS) for ons. Sine the nil referene does not need any further

information the pointer part is 0. A ons struture is simply two ontiguous ells:

the �rst is an integer and the seond is a referene to the rest of the list.

Assuming 32 bit words and aligned addressing the low two bits of a pointer are

zero. In Merury these bits are used for storing the tag values, hene 4 di�erent

tags are available. For term types with more than 4 funtors, the representation is

modi�ed. Sine for a onstant tag (suh as NIL) the remaining part of the ell is

unused, the remaining 30 bits an be used to store di�erent onstant funtors. For

term types with more than 4 non-onstant funtors, the Merury representation

uses an extra ell to store the identity of the funtor, muh like the WAM represen-

tation (although the arity of the funtor does not need to be stored sine the type

information gives this).

Merury does not allow true logial variables, so there is no analogue to the REF

tagged referenes used in the WAM. Beause there are no referenes and types are

known at ompile time, there is no need to have tags for every objet. Hene, an

objet of a primitive type, like an integer, is free to use its entire 32 bit ell to store

its value.

Merury performs program normalization, so that only two forms of equations

are diretly supported: X = Y and X = f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) for eah funtor f where

A

1

; : : : ; A

n

are distint variables.

The equation X = Y is only valid in two modes. The �rst is when X is �xed

(i.e. has instantiation ground) and Y is new (i.e. has instantiation new), or vie versa.

In this ase the �xed variable is opied into the new. The seond is when both X

and Y are �xed in whih ase a proedure to hek the two terms are idential is

alled. Merury generates a speialized proedure (we'll refer to as unify gg) to do

this for eah type.

The equation X = f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) is only valid in three modes. The �rst is when

X is new and A

1

, . . . , A

n

are all �xed. In this ase a ontiguous blok of n ells is

alloated, the values of A

1

, . . . , A

n

opied into these ells, and X is set to a pointer

to this blok with an appropriate tag. The seond is when X is �xed and eah A

1

,

. . . , A

n

is new, in whih ase after testing that X is of the appropriate form, the

values in the ontiguous blok of n ells that it points to are opied into A

1

, . . . ,

A

n

. The third is when all involved variables are �xed, in whih ase the speialized

proedure is used to hek that they are idential. The ase where some of A

1

, . . . ,

A

n

are new and some �xed (e.g. A

4

) is handled by replaing eah suh variable in

the equation by a new variable (e.g. A

0

4

) and a following equation (e.g. A

0

4

= A

4

).

As an example, onsider how Merury will (attempt) to ompile the equation,

T = f(h(1); Y; a; Y ) where Y and T are new. First it is normalized to give the

3

We use HAL syntax for uniformity rather than that of Merury.
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equations

X = 1; U = h(X); S = a; Z = Y; T = f(X;Y; S; Z)

The �rst three equations an be ompiled to \onstrut" the variable on the lefthand

side. The two remaining equations annot be ompiled sine they do not satisfy one

of the above modes. If later in the goal Y is given a �xed value then these two

equations an be ompiled to onstrut the lefthand side variable.

3.3 Parma variable representation

In the Parma system [8℄, Taylor introdued a new tehnique for handling vari-

ables, that avoided the need for dereferening potentially long hains when heking

whether an objet is bound or not. A non-aliased free variable on the heap is still

represented as a self-referene like in WAM. The di�erene ours when two free

variables are uni�ed. Rather than pointing one at the other, as in the WAM, a yle

of bindings is reated. In general n variables whih are all equal are represented by

n ells forming a yle. When one of the variables is equated to a non-variable all of

the variables in the yle are hanged to diret (tagged) pointers to this struture

and hanges are trailed.

For example, the orresponding Parma heap strutures for the last two diagrams

of WAM heaps are shown below.

(V) REF(U) (X)

(Y)

REF

(Z)

STR REF ATMf/3

h/1 REF

(T)

atom table entry "a"

(U) (X)

(Y) (Z)

STR ATMf/3

h/1 REF

(T)

atom table entry "a"(V)

STR STR

STR

Notie that the hain of referenes is now a yle. After proessing the onstraint

Y = U eah variable in the yle is replaed by a diret referene to the heap

representation for h(X).

The Parma sheme for variable representation has the advantage that derefer-

ening of terms on the heap is never required. However, it has a number of potential

disadvantages:

{ Cheking if two unbound variables are equivalent is more involved, and is re-

quired for variable-variable binding. Essentially, eah variable's yle of aliased

variables may need to be traversed.

{ When instantiating a variable yle (onditional) trailing must our for eah

ell in the yle (rather than one as for WAM), and the trail requires two words

(the variable position and its old value).

{ When reating a struture that will hold a opy of an already existing unbound

variable, the yle of variables grows, and trailing potentially ours.

The impat of eah of these fators is dependent on the length of the yles that

are manipulated. As we shall see, yles rarely grow beyond 1.

Note that only heap variables an be plaed in a variable's alias yle. An un-

bound initialized variable on the stak or in a register points into a yle on the

heap. If this yle is then bound, the stak or register variable beomes a pointer

to a bound objet. This means that when aessing data through a stak variable

or register, the Parma sheme sometimes requires a single step dereferene.
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3.4 HAL

Reall that HAL allows the same term to be used with a Herbrand solver and with

HAL's basi term manipulation failities. Sine HAL is ompiled into Merury, it

makes onsiderable sense for HAL's basi term manipulation failities to be diretly

implemented by those of Merury. Therefore HAL's Herbrand solvers need to use a

term representation whih is ompatible with that of Merury.

HAL employs the Parma approah to variable binding with the Merury term

representation sheme. The main reason for using the Parma approah, rather than

that of the WAM, is that when a term struture beomes ground in the Parma

sheme it has no referene hains within it. Hene, it beomes a legitimate Merury

term. Even when a term is only partially bound, the HAL ompiler an (mis)use

the eÆient Merury operations to manipulate the bound part of the term, sine

they will still give the desired behavior.

HAL reserves the tag 0 for all term types for use as the REF tag. This means

that instead of 4 tags generally available for representing a type there are only 3.

During ompilation HAL (like Merury) normalizes programs so that only two

forms of equations arise: X = Y and X = f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) (where eah A

i

is distint).

The ompiler translates these equations into alls to appropriate Merury and C

ode to implement the Parma variable sheme.

Consider an equation X = Y . If one of X and Y is new and one is old, we

need simply point the new variable at the old, and Merury handles it orretly.

When both X and Y are new an initialization init(Y) is added beforehand. The

initialization alloates a new ell, makes it a self-pointer and returns a referene to

this ell in Y . This makes Y old and the previous ase applies. If both X and Y are

�xed we all Merury's speialized proedure unify gg.

The only remaining ase, where both X and Y are not new but are not both

ompletely ground, orresponds to a true uni�ation. We replae this with a all to

the Herbrand uni�ation proedure unify oo automatially generated by HAL for

the type of X and Y . It has the form:

:- pred unify_oo(t,t).

:- mode unify_oo(oo,oo).

unify_oo(X,Y) :-

(var(X) -> (var(Y) -> unify_var_var(X,Y)

; unify_var_val(X,Y))

; (var(Y) -> unify_var_val(Y,X)

; unify_val_val(X,Y))).

The unify val val is similar to the Merury proedure unify gg exept it alls

unify oo on the arguments of uni�ed terms rather than unify gg. The var proe-

dure simply heks the tag of its argument is zero.

The proedure unify var var shown in Figure 1 uni�es two variables. It �rst

heks that the variables are not already the same, and then joins the yles together,

trailing the hange. Note that, unlike the ase for WAM, the ode for unifying

two variables is symmetri, treating eah variable the same way. The proedure

unify var val shown in Figure 1 uni�es a variable and a non-variable. It modi�es

all the variables in the yle to diretly refer to the non-variable, and trails the

hanges.

Proessing an equation of the form X = f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) is more ompliated

sine we may have to reate objets on the heap. The �rst ase, when X is new,

will reate a new struture on the heap. Eah variable A

i

must not be new, unless

their type is herbrand New variables of herbrand types are initialized during the

building of the heap struture. Assume that variables A

o

1

; : : : ; A

o

m

are herbrand
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unify var var(X,Y) =

BeginX = X; BeginY = Y;

QX = *X; QY = *Y;

while (QX != BeginY && QY != BeginX)

if (QX != BeginX && QY != BeginY)

f QX = *QX; QY = *QY; g

else

f trail(BeginX); trail(BeginY);

Tmp = *BeginX;

*BeginX = *BeginY;

*BeginY = Tmp;

break; g

unify var val(X,Y) =

BeginX = X; QX = X;

repeat

f Next = *QX;

trail(QX);

*QX = Y;

QX = Next; g

until (QX == BeginX)

Fig. 1. Psuedo-C ode for HAL uni�ation

and old, and A

n

1

; : : : ; A

n

l

are herbrand and new. The translation to Merury is

simply:

dummy init(A

n

1

), ..., dummy init(A

n

l

),

X = f(A

1

, : : :, A

n

),

A

n

1

= init heap(X,n

1

), ..., A

n

l

= init heap(X,n

l

),

fix opy(X,o

1

), ..., fix opy(X,o

m

)

The dummy init(A) proedure is used to make Merury believe it an shedule

the onstrution but ontains no ode; subsequent in-lining by Merury removes it.

The init heap(X; i) proedure reates a self referene in the i

th

slot of heap ells

pointed to by X and returns it:

init heap(X,i) f return X[i℄ = &(X[i℄); g

The fix opy(X; o

k

) proedure handles the ase when A

o

k

is a referene, whih

was opied by Merury into the new heap struture. If A

o

k

was an unbound variable

this results in a referene to the yle in the o

th

k

ell rather than o

th

k

ell being plaed

in the yle. The proedure adds the o

th

k

ell into the yle. If A

o

k

is bound but

not dereferened (this an happen for stak and register variables) the proedure

replaes the ontents of the o

th

k

ell by what it refers to.

fix opy(X,i)

AXi = &(X[i℄); Xi = X[i℄;

if (var(Xi))

if (var(*Xi))

f trail(Xi);

*AXi = *Xi; *Xi = AXig

else *AXi = *Xi;

For example, onsider the onstrution of T = f(U; V; S; Z) where T and Z are

new and U is known to be bound (to h(X)), S is known to be bound (to a) and

V is old (and part of a yle). After exeuting the Merury X = f(U; V; S; Z) the

heap looks like:

(Z)

REF a

REF

(T)

REF(U) h REF (V)(X)

h

Then applying init heap(T,4) and fix opy(T,2) results in the heap:

10



(Z)

h REF a

REF

(T)

REF

REF

(U) h REF (V)(X)

The seond ase for handling an equation of the formX = f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) ours

when X is known to be bound and A

1

; : : : ; A

n

are new. This is simply left to

Merury. If one (or more) of A

1

; : : : ; A

n

are not new, they are replaed by new

variables and equations as in the Merury ase. The third ase is all variables

involves are �xed in whih ase it uses the Merury ode. when X is old. The �nal

ase is when X is old. The generated ode heks if X is bound in whih ase it

treats the equation as if it were the deonstrution X = f(B

1

; : : : ; B

n

) followed by

equations A

i

= B

i

. Otherwise X is a variable and the ode onstruts the term

f(A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) on the heap

4

and the equates X to this term using unify oo.

As in the Parma system, only heap variables an be plaed in a variable's alias

yle. Thus a stak variable or register must be a pointer somewhere into the yle

and so when aessing data through a stak variable or register HAL sometimes

requires a single step dereferene. Consider ompiling the following ode:

:- herbrand listint.

:- pred p(listint).

:- mode p(bound([ground|old℄)->bound([ground|old℄)).

p(Z) :- Z = [N|_℄.

goal :- X = Z, X = [4|_℄, p(Z).

An automati initialization of Z is added to goal during mode heking. During the

exeution of goal (assuming reordering is swithed o�) the registers holding X and

Z and the heap hange as illustrated in Figure 2. Note that for the all to p(Z), Z

must have a one step dereferene. Inside p(Z), the deonstrut is simply a Merury

deonstrut.

registers

heap
REF REF

4 REF

CONS

(Z)

(X)

REF REF

REF

REF

CONS

Fig. 2. Register and heap representation for eah stage of init(Z), X = Z, X = [4| ℄.

One important issue we have not disussed is the treatment of variables whih

have a polymorphi type. HAL produes a general uni�ation prediate unify oo for

eah type, and polymorphi ode is passed the appropriate version in the run-time

type information. At present, the ompiler does not support the use of Herbrand

types for polymorphi arguments, e.g. list(T) where type T is herbrand. Handling

this ase requires adding additional run-time type information to Merury and has

not been implemented so far.

4

Depending on whether arguments are herbrand or not this may not be possible, ausing

a run-time error.
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4 Evaluation

This setion has three aims. The �rst is to ompare the performane of HAL and

its Herbrand solver with a state-of-the-art Prolog implementation, SICStus Prolog.

The seond is to investigate the impat of eah kind of delaration on eÆieny. The

third is to ompare HAL with Merury so as to determine the overhead introdued

by the run-time support for logial variables and the Herbrand solver.

To ahieve the �rst aim we take a number of Prolog benhmarks and transform

built-ins not present in HAL (suh as ut) into their HAL equivalents (suh as

if-then-else). We then ompare these with the equivalent HAL program. Although

Prolog does not have type, mode and determinism delarations, the urrent HAL

ompiler requires them. The HAL program is obtained by de�ning a \universal"

term type for the program whih ontains all funtors ourring in the program

and delaring this type to be herbrand. All prediate arguments are delared to

have this type and mode oo, and all prediates are delared to have determinism

nondet. All integers, oats, atoms and strings in the program must be wrapped,

and eah wrapping funtor must appear in the \universal" term type.

Most of these tasks are done automatially by a pre-proessor. For example, for

the original hanoi Prolog program (the ode in Setion 2 minus the delarations),

the preproessor will add the delarations

:- typedef htype -> (int(int) ; float(float) ; atom(atom) ; har(har)

; [htype|htype℄ ; mv(htype,htype) ; htype - htype ).

:- herbrand htype.

:- pred hanoi(htype,htype).

:- mode hanoi(oo,oo) is nondet.

:- pred hanoi2(htype,htype,htype,htype,htype).

:- mode hanoi2(oo,oo,oo,oo,oo) is nondet.

It will also replae the three ourrenes of 1 in the program text by int(1), replae

[℄ by atom([℄) and reate prediates for the wrapped versions of >, is and funtion

-.

To ahieve the seond aim we take these Prolog-equivalent HAL programs and

add preise type, then mode, then determinism delarations, and ompare the re-

sulting eÆienies. Note that we must ontinue to wrap integers and other primitive

types even when we add type delarations sine Prolog sometimes treats them as

logial variables. For example, integer variables may be plaed in data strutures

or equated before they are �xed. It is only when mode information is available

that we an unwrap them. All types introdued in this step must be delared to

be herbrand. One mode delarations are added, types whih never have the old

instantiation need not be delared as herbrand and, in the ase of the primitive

types, an have their wrapping removed.

To ahieve the last aim, we run the HAL programs with preise delarations on

a orresponding version of Merury that does not provide trailing or use the extra

REF tag. Sine Merury does not provide full uni�ation, we an only do this for

benhmarks without a herbrand delaration.

Table 4 details our omparison. We have turned garbage olletion o� in all

three systems: SICStus Prolog 3.7.1, Merury May 1999 HAL development version,

and HAL. All timings are in seonds on a dual Pentium II-400MHz with 384M of

RAM running under Linux-2.2.

We have used a subset of the standard Prolog benhmarks: aiakl, boyer, deriv,

fib, mmatrix, serialize, tak, warplan, hanoi and qsort. The last two are shown

in two forms, one using \normal" lists and append, the other using di�erene lists.

The reason for hoosing these benhmarks is that they did not require extensive
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Size SICStus HAL Mer

Benhmark Preds Lits Orig Mod No Info T T+M T+M+D Mer

aiakl 7 21 0.09 0.08 0.29 0.25 0.04 0.03 0.03

boyer 14 124 0.69 0.69 2.11 1.80 0.09 0.05 0.04

deriv 1 33 2.11 3.03 2.90 2.94 0.74 0.50 0.31

�b 1 6 1.46 1.45 0.25 0.20 0.02 0.02 0.01

hanoiapp 2 7 3.42 3.43 3.57 3.23 0.61 0.22 0.23

hanoidi� 2 6 2.34 2.34 0.27 0.24 0.08 0.11 na

mmatrix 3 7 1.29 1.29 1.28 0.96 0.11 0.04 0.04

qsortapp 3 10 4.04 2.33 2.98 2.56 0.39 0.19 0.14

qsortdi� 3 10 3.94 2.26 2.87 2.58 0.37 0.21 na

serialize 5 19 1.78 1.77 1.28 1.04 0.35 0.27 na

tak 1 9 0.77 0.95 0.74 0.53 0.10 0.05 0.03

warplan 25 88 0.59 0.82 1.55 0.45 0.33 0.22 na

Table 1. Exeution times in seonds

hanges to the original Prolog benhmarks

5

and hene the omparison is fairer.

The seond and third olumns of Table 4 detail the benhmark sizes (number of

prediates and literals before normalization, exluding dead ode and the query).

Subsequent olumns give the exeution time for

{ the original program run with SICStus Prolog,

{ the modi�ed Prolog program run with SICStus Prolog,

{ the Prolog-equivalent HAL program (the one obtained with the preproessor),

{ with preise type de�nitions,

{ with preise type and mode delarations,

{ with preise type, mode and determinism delarations,

{ this last version run with Merury (if possible).

In general, the original and modi�ed SICStus programs have the same speed.

deriv slows down beause of loss of indexing, while the two versions of quik sort

improve beause a badly plaed ut in the original program is replaed by a more

eÆient if-then-else. The Prolog-equivalent HAL versions have roughly similar ef-

�ieny to the modi�ed SICStus versions. Slow-down ours in aiakl, boyer and

warplan beause no indexing is urrently available for non-bound input arguments.

Surprising speed-up ours for fib and hanoidiff; we suspet beause of Merury's

handling of reursion. Generally, adding preise type information leads to a signif-

iant improvement (on average 1.4 times faster). For warplan the improvement is

signi�ant beause it allows a type speialized version of univ to be used. Adding

mode delarations provides the most speed-up (on average 6.8 times faster). This is

beause it allows alls to the Herbrand solver to be replaed by alls to Merury's

speialized term manipulation operations and also allows indexing. Determinism

delarations also lead to signi�ant speed-up (on average 1.7 times faster). The

omparison between Merury and HAL running the version with preise delara-

tions shows that the performane is omparable although there is overhead for

supporting logial variables (we believe primarily beause of support for trailing).

Note that the omparison is not made for hanoidiff, qsortdiff, serialize or

warplan sine their �nal HAL versions ontain herbrand delarations.

5

aiakl, deriv, qsort, serialize and tak only required replaement of uts by if-

then-else while warplan also needed to transform the n+ built-in into an if-then-else and

inlude a well-typed version of univ for warplan. The only exeption is boyer, for whih

the starting point was a retrited Merury version, rather than the Prolog one.
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We have also investigated the e�et of the delarations on memory usage. Adding

preise type de�nitions redues the size of the stak for non-deterministi prediate

alls and the heap. Adding preise mode delarations generally redues the heap size

and greatly redues trail size|only those benhmarks with herbrand delarations

may need to use the trail.

Finally, we have investigated the size of the alias yles onstruted using Parma

bindings. Virtually all yles have length one immediately before being bound to a

non-variable term. Only two benhmarks, warplan and serialize, have a maxi-

mum yle length of more than 2 (4 and 24 respetively).

5 Related work

As far as we know, HAL is the �rst logi programming implementation to use the

Parma variable representation and binding sheme sine this was introdued in [8℄.

No experimental omparison of the Parma binding sheme with that of WAM exists,

although [4℄ disusses in detail the di�erenes between the two. There seems to be

no ompelling reason to prefer one over the other; in fat, arti�ial examples an

be onstruted for whih eah sheme easily outperforms the other.

There has been some earlier work on the impat of type, mode and determinism

information on the performane of Prolog, but the results are quite uneven. In

[5℄ information about mode, type and determinism is used to (manually) generate

better ode. Its results show up to a fator of 2 speedup for mode information,

and the same result for type information. [6℄ desribes Aquarius, a Prolog system

in whih ompile-time analysis information (inluding type, mode and determinism

information) is used for optimizing the exeution. In its results, analysis information

had a relatively low impat on speed: on average about 50% for small programs

without built-ins (for tak a fator 3) and about 12% for larger programs with built-

ins (for boyer only 3%). Finally, in the ontext of the Parma system, [8℄ also reports

on speedup obtained from information provided by ompile time analysis. Its results

are highly benhmark dependent, with only 10% speed up for boyer but a fator of

8 for nrev.

It is diÆult to diretly ompare our results with those found for Aquarius

and Parma. One di�erene is that their information is obtained from ompile time

analysis, rather than from programmer delarations. We suspet that ompile time

analysis is not powerful enough to �nd aurate information about the larger benh-

marks, while in our experiments the programmer provides this information. This

would explain why our performane improvements are more uniform (and larger)

aross all benhmarks, regardless of size. The seond issue is the di�erenes be-

tween the underlying abstrat mahines. For instane, Merury performs partiular

optimizations like speializing the tags per type, the use of a separate staks for

deterministi and nondeterministi prediates and a middle-reursion optimization,

whih are not found in Parma or Aquarius. On the other hand, Merury laks real

last all optimization. However, in aord with our �ndings, for all systems mode

information gives greater speedups than type information.

6 Conlusions

We have demonstrated that it is possible to ombine Merury-like eÆieny for

ground data struture manipulation with Prolog-style logial variables. By using

Parma bindings we ensure that the representation for terms used inside HAL's

Herbrand solver is onsistent with that used by Merury for ground terms. This

means that the ompiler is free to use the more eÆient Merury term manipulation

operations whenever this is possible.
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The performane of HAL has been very pleasing. Muh of this arises from the

sophistiated ompilation tehniques used by the underlying Merury ompiler. In-

deed, we have only employed the Merury ompiler using the standard optimiza-

tions. Merury also provides other more advaned optimizations whih we an also

leverage from. In addition there are a number of ways to improve HAL's Herbrand

onstraint solving whih we shall investigate: better traking of where one-step

dereferening may be required, more speialized ases for equality and indexing for

old terms.

Prolog-like programs written in HAL run somewhat slower than in SICStus,

in part beause there is no term indexing for non-bound instantiations. However,

one delarations are provided the programs run an order of magnitude faster. Our

experimental results show that the biggest performane improvement arises from

mode delarations, losely followed by that for determinism. Type delarations give

little speed improvement but do redue the spae requirements and are required

before using either mode or determinism delarations.

It should be remembered that delarations are not only useful for improving

eÆieny. They also allow ompile time heking to improve program robustness,

help program debugging and failitate integration with foreign language proedures.
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